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SUMMARY

Replication forks face multiple obstacles that slow
their progression. By two-dimensional gel analysis,
yeast forks pause at stable DNA protein complexes,
and this pausing is greatly increased in the absence
of the Rrm3 helicase. We used a genome-wide
approach to identify 96 sites of very high DNA poly-
merase binding in wild-type cells. Most of these
binding sites were not previously identified pause
sites. Rather, the most highly represented genomic
category among high DNA polymerase binding sites
was the open reading frames (ORFs) of highly tran-
scribed RNA polymerase II genes. Twice as many
pause sites were identified in rrm3 compared with
wild-type cells, as pausing in this strain occurred at
both highly transcribed RNA polymerase II genes
and the previously identified protein DNA complexes.
ORFs of highly transcribed RNA polymerase II genes
are a class of natural pause sites that are not exacer-
bated in rrm3 cells.

INTRODUCTION

DNA replication in eukaryotic cells involves the coordinated

assembly and bidirectional movement of the replisome from

multiple origins per chromosome. Replication fork progression

must contend with nucleosomal chromatin structure and site-

specific nonnucleosomal protein DNA complexes that assemble

at genes and structural elements. As a result, the rate of DNA

replication is not uniform throughout the genome (Raghuraman

et al., 2001).

In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, sites that impede replication

fork progression in vivo have been identified by two-dimensional

(2D) gel analysis of replication intermediates. In wild-type (WT)

cells, the replication fork barrier (RFB), a site found in every ribo-

somal DNA (rDNA) repeat, is a highly efficient, unidirectional

block to fork progression (Brewer and Fangman, 1988; Brewer

et al., 1992; Linskens and Huberman, 1988). Modest pausing

also occurs at centromeres (Greenfeder and Newlon, 1992), telo-

meres (Ivessa et al., 2002), and tRNA genes, but only when tran-
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scription and replication are oriented in opposite directions

through these genes (Deshpande and Newlon, 1996). At each

of these sites, replication pausing or arrest depends on a nonnu-

cleosomal protein complex assembled at the affected site

(Deshpande and Newlon, 1996; Greenfeder and Newlon, 1992;

Ivessa et al., 2003; Kobayashi and Horiuchi, 1996). Many of the

sites that impede fork progression exhibit elevated recombina-

tion, which can lead to gross chromosomal rearrangements,

particularly when replication and checkpoints are compromised

(Admire et al., 2006; Cha and Kleckner, 2002; Lemoine et al.,

2005; Raveendranathan et al., 2006).

In the absence of the Rrm3 DNA helicase, pausing is substan-

tially increased at all of the previously characterized pause sites

(Ivessa et al., 2000, 2002, 2003). For example, pausing at

a tRNAALA gene on chromosome VI is increased approximately

50 fold in rrm3 cells (Ivessa et al., 2003). Pausing is also detected

at sites that do not slow fork progression in WT cells, such as the

silent mating type loci, the 5S rDNA genes, and tRNA genes in

which replication and transcription proceed in the same direction

through the gene (Ivessa et al., 2003). We define Rrm3-sensitive

sites as those that exhibit increased pausing in rrm3, compared

with WT cells. Rrm3-sensitive replication sites are assembled

into particularly stable nonnucleosomal protein complexes

whose disassembly obviates the need for Rrm3 at the site during

DNA replication (Ivessa et al., 2003; Torres et al., 2004a).

Although Rrm3 affects replication only at discrete loci, it moves

with the replication fork throughout the genome and interacts

with the catalytic subunit of DNA polymerase epsilon, DNA

Pol2, the leading strand DNA polymerase (Azvolinsky et al.,

2006). Thus, Rrm3 is a replisome component.

The goal of this paper was to identify the most significant sites

of replication fork pausing within the yeast genome in WT and

rrm3 cells. We reasoned that loci that impede fork progression

will have longer association with the replisome and should thus

exhibit elevated association with DNA polymerase, compared

with sites where pausing does not occur. We assessed the distri-

bution of DNA Pol2 throughout the genome in asynchronous

cells using chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) in cells ex-

pressing epitope tagged DNA Pol2, followed by hybridization

to a S. cerevisiae whole genome microarray. We consider

sequences with high DNA Pol2 binding to be pause sites whether

high binding occurs at discrete sites or in a more regional

manner.
.
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We identified 96 sites in WT cells and 192 in rrm3 cells that

have particularly high levels of DNA Pol2 binding. Unexpectedly,

pausing by the criterion of very high DNA Pol2 occupancy in both

WT and rrm3 cells was observed within the open reading frames

(ORFs) of highly transcribed RNA polymerase II (RNA Pol II)

genes, and this pausing was transcription dependent. However,

pausing within these genes was not increased in the absence of

Rrm3. Thus, highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes are the only

known natural pause sites that are not exacerbated in rrm3 cells.

The most significant and frequently identified pause sites in rrm3

cells were previously identified Rrm3-sensitive replication sites,

such as telomeres and tRNA genes. Thus, in WT cells, the stron-

gest impediments to fork progression are within highly tran-

scribed RNA Pol II genes and only rarely at Rrm3-sensitive pause

sites that occur at stable protein DNA complexes.

RESULTS

Experimental Rationale
To determine sites of replication pausing, we tagged the catalytic

subunit of the leading strand DNA polymerase epsilon, DNA Pol2,

with 13 MYC epitopes at its carboxy-terminus (DNA Pol2-MYC) in

WT and rrm3 cells (Azvolinsky et al., 2006). Rrm3 was similarly

tagged (Rrm3-MYC). Asynchronously growing log phase cultures

were formaldehyde cross-linked in vivo and processed for ChIP.

The immunoprecipitated DNA and corresponding input DNA

were fluorescently labeled and hybridized to a whole genome

DNA microarray (Lieb et al., 2001). We used asynchronous rather

than synchronous cultures because replication fork pausing is

more likely to be captured with asynchronous cells. At 26�C, yeast

replication forks move at 3 kb/min (Raghuraman et al., 2001; Ya-

buki et al., 2002). At this speed, it takes only �2 s for the fork to

move through a tRNA gene and �20 s to move through a 1-kb

ORF. Thus, it isdifficult todetect pausing using synchronizedcells.

Sites of high DNA Pol2-MYC and Rrm3-MYC association were

determined using ChIPOTle, a software tool that uses a sliding

window approach to identify significant binding sites (Buck

et al., 2005). We used a stringent cutoff of p < 10�4 for ChIPOTle,

as this maximizes the number of sites identified in the tagged

strain without increasing the number of sites identified in the

untagged strain. We also used a ChIPOTle-independent metric,

the normalized probe enrichment values, to determine and rank

high-occupancy binding sites.

Identification of High DNA Polymerase Occupancy Sites
in WT Cells
We identified 96 sites in the S. cerevisiae genome that were

associated with unusually high levels of DNA Pol2-MYC,

including several previously identified sites of replication fork

pausing (see Figure 1A for classes of sites with highly significant

DNA Pol2-MYC association; see Figure S1 [available online] for

the 25 most significant DNA Pol2-MYC binding sites). By 2D

gels, the greatest impediment to fork progression is the RFB

within the rDNA. Forks arrest at the RFB in the 10%–20% of

repeats with active origins (Brewer and Fangman, 1988; Brewer

et al., 1992; Linskens and Huberman, 1988). Consistent with

these data, the rDNA RFB was among the most significant

DNA Pol2-MYC high-occupancy sites in WT cells (see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures for p values). However, only

ten other previously identified pause sites (four telomeres, three

tRNA genes, and three inactive origins) were high-occupancy

DNA Pol2-MYC binding sites in WT cells.

DNA Polymerase Is Enriched at the Majority of
Rrm3-Sensitive Pause Sites Only in an rrm3 Background
We also determined high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC sites in an

rrm3 strain (see Figures 1A and S1). One hundred ninety-two

sites were significantly associated with DNA Pol2-MYC in rrm3

cells, twice the number in WT cells. In contrast to WT cells,

over half (61%) of the high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC sites in

rrm3 cells were known Rrm3-sensitive sites. All classes of

Rrm3-sensitive replication sites, except centromeres and the

silent mating type loci, were overrepresented (Figure 1A). More-

over, the number of Rrm3-sensitive sites is an underestimate, as

19 of the DNA Pol2 high-occupancy sites contained at least two

Rrm3-sensitive loci but were counted as one site. tRNA genes

were particularly enriched in rrm3 cells, comprising 38% (73 of

192) of the DNA Pol2-MYC high-occupancy sites, compared

with only three tRNA genes among high-occupancy sites in WT

cells. This number is also likely an underestimate, as six of the

high-occupancy sites contain two or three tRNA genes. Consis-

tent with 2D gel data (Ivessa et al., 2003), tRNA genes in rrm3

cells were highly associated with DNA Pol2-MYC whether they

were replicated in the same (27 genes, p = 10�23) or opposite

direction (53 genes, p = 10�68) with respect to transcription

(Figure S2A). Other RNA Pol III transcribed genes, the known

Rrm3-sensitive 5S rDNA genes and the highly transcribed

SCR1 and RPR1 genes (Dieci et al., 2002; Felici et al., 1989)

were also high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC sites in rrm3 cells.

DNA Pol2-MYC binding sites were also highly enriched for inac-

tive and late firing/rarely active origins of replication in rrm3 cells.

For example, DNA Pol2-MYC exhibited strong association with

the always inactive ARS313 and the rarely active ARS314

(Figure 2C). Pausing at ARS313 and 314 was also detectable by

2D gels in rrm3 but not WT cells (Figure 2D). Using the origin clas-

sification scheme from the Replication OriginDatabase (Figure 2A)

and excluding the rDNA ARS, 49 (25%) of the 192 DNA Pol2-MYC

high-occupancy sites in rrm3 cells were either late firing/rarely

active (21 sites) or inactive (28 sites) origins (p = 10�43) (Figures

1A and 2B). The association of DNA Pol2-MYC with origins was

confirmed by plotting a moving average of normalized spot values

based on their distance from an origin. Using this metric, DNA

Pol2-MYC was significantly associated with inactive and late

firing/rarely active origins but not with early origins in rrm3 cells

(Figure 2E, left), while in WT cells, DNA Pol2-MYC was not highly

associated with any origin class (Figure 2E, right).

DNA Pol2-MYC was much more highly associated with telo-

meres in rrm3 (p = 10�10), compared with WT (p = 10�3) cells.

Eleven and four of the 26 telomeres that can be distinguished

unambiguously in the arrays were significant DNA Pol2-MYC

sites in, respectively, rrm3 and WT cells (Table S1).

Highly Transcribed Genes Are Sites of Replication
Fork Pausing in WT and rrm3 Cells
Of the �5000 genes in the S. cerevisiae genome that have

measurable transcripts in cells growing exponentially in
Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 723
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Figure 1. High-Occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC and Rrm3-MYC Sites by Genomic Class in WT and rrm3 Cells

(A) The proportion of the 96 DNA Pol2-MYC WT, 192 DNA Pol2-MYC rrm3, 115 Rrm3-MYC, and 99 untagged high-occupancy sites that overlap with listed

genomic features (white bars) and expected proportions (black bars) are plotted. Because high-occupancy sites may overlap with more than one genomic

feature, numbers do not add up to the total number of high-occupancy sites. Numbers in parentheses are the actual number of high-occupancy sites that overlap

with the indicated feature. Asterisks denote class enrichments that were significantly different from both the expected proportion and the number of sites that

overlapped with the particular genomic class in the untagged control. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for p values.

(B) Rrm3-MYC and DNA Pol2-MYC in both WT and rrm3 cells are highly associated with highly transcribed genes, while Rrm3-sensitive sites are enriched only in

DNA Pol2-MYC rrm3 cells. The plots are DNA Pol2-MYC normalized log2 values with 250 bp sliding window averages of arrayed elements using ChIPOTle from

untagged (black broken line), DNA Pol2-MYC WT (black), DNA Pol2-MYC rrm3 (gray), and Rrm3-MYC (dashed black). Enrichment values are plotted along 12 kb

of chromosome VII (Figure 1B, top; includes highly transcribed TDH3) and 17 kb of chromosome XVI (Figure 1B, bottom; includes highly transcribed TEF1). Anno-

tations corresponding to the coordinates are shown below the plot (dark gray, characterized ORF; light gray, uncharacterized ORF, tRNA, or origin of replication).

tW(CCA)G2 adjacent to TDH3 and inactive ARS1625 adjacent to TEF1 were significant DNA Pol2-MYC binding sites in rrm3 cells only.
complete medium, 360 are in the top 5% for either transcript

abundance (mRNAs/cell), transcription rate (mRNAs/hour), or

both (Holstege et al., 1998; Nagalakshmi et al., 2008). Of the

96 sites that are highly associated with DNA Pol2-MYC in WT

cells, 25 (26%) overlapped with these highly transcribed genes
724 Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
(p = 10�18; Figure 1A). DNA Pol2 occupancy was high regardless

of whether replication and transcription moved in the same

(p = 10�8) or opposite direction (p = 10�5) through the genes

(Figure S2A). DNA Pol2-MYC was also highly associated with

genes in the top 5% by transcript level (p = 10�71) or transcription
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Figure 2. DNA Pol2-MYC in rrm3 Cells Is Associated with Inactive and Late/Rarely Active Origins of Replication

(A) Distribution of classes of origins of replication (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for description of origin classes).

(B) Distribution of origin classes among the 57 origins in the 192 high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC binding sites in rrm3 cells.

(C) Pattern of binding within the ARS313/ARS314 region in Rrm3-MYC and DNA Pol2-MYC in WT and rrm3 cells. This region is a high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC

site in rrm3 but not WT cells. See Figure 1B for details.

(D) ARS313 and 314 are Rrm3-sensitive replication sites. DNA from WT and rrm3 cells was EcoRV digested, separated on 2D gels, and analyzed by Southern

blotting. Schematic indicates the locations of the inactive ARS313 and rarely active ARS314. Gray circles indicate inactive origins; open circle indicates the near-

est efficient replication origin (ARS315) whose activation is usually responsible for replicating this region (Poloumienko et al., 2001). Arrows denote pauses.

(E) DNA Pol2-MYC is associated with late/inactive and inactive origins in rrm3 (left panel) but not WT cells (right panel). A sliding window average of enrichment

values versus distance from replication origins within an origin class was used. The positions of all probes on the arrays were mapped relative to the positions of

early, inactive/late, and inactive origins (Figure 2A). A sliding window (30 bp, 1 bp step size) was used to calculate the average DNA Pol2-MYC enrichment from the

origins (0 bp to 4.5 kb away) in both WT and rrm3 cells. Moving averages of DNA Pol2-MYC ChIP enrichments are plotted for inactive (black solid line), inactive/

late (solid gray), and early origins (black broken line) in rrm3 (left) and WT (right) cells. Rrm3-MYC and untagged plots are similar to Pol2-MYC WT for all origins

(data not shown).
Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 725
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rate (p = 10�69) when monitored by normalized spot values.

Highly transcribed RNA Pol2 transcribed genes were similarly

enriched within rrm3 cells, comprising 27 of the DNA Pol2-

MYC high-occupancy sites (Figure 1A).

Pausing Can Be Seen by 2D Gels in a Subset of Highly
Transcribed RNA Polymerase II Genes That Are Also
High-Occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC Binding Sites
We used 2D gels to see if this technique revealed fork pausing in

seven highly transcribed genes that were high-occupancy DNA

Pol2-MYC binding sites by genome-wide analysis (Figures 1B

and 3A). Replication and transcription move in opposite direc-

tions through four of these genes (TEF2, PDC1, RPL10, and

RPS3) and in the same direction through three (PGK1, TEF1,

and RPL3). Discrete pauses were seen within the ORFs of two

of the seven genes, TEF2 and PDC1, and in a regional manner

in TEF1 and RPS3, although the effects are subtle (Figure 3C

and data not shown; brackets denote region of ORF, arrows indi-

cate discrete pauses). These replication patterns were not

affected by deleting RRM3 (Figure 3C).

Another Replisome Component, Rrm3, Is Also Enriched
at Highly Transcribed RNA Polymerase II Genes
The paucity of previously identified pause sites and the preva-

lence of highly transcribed RNA polymerase II genes among

high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC sites were surprising. There-

fore, we confirmed these results by studying the association of

a second replisome component, Rrm3-MYC (Figure 1A). The

pattern of Rrm3-MYC binding was very similar to that seen for

DNA Pol2-MYC (Figures 1B, 2C, 3, and S3). Using the same

high-stringency criteria, we identified 115 high-occupancy

Rrm3-MYC sites (see Figure 1A for classes of sites with highly

significant Rrm3-MYC association; see Figure S1 for 25 most

significant Rrm3-MYC binding sites). Only seven of the 25

most significant Rrm3-MYC binding sites were known Rrm3-

sensitive sites, including 5S rDNA, three tRNA genes, CEN14,

and two inactive origins; tRNA genes were the only class of

Rrm3-sensitive sites that were significantly associated with

Rrm3-MYC (p = 10�5; Figure 1A). These data support the conclu-

sion that most Rrm3-sensitive sites do not have major effects on

fork progression when Rrm3 is present.

The most frequent category of high-occupancy Rrm3-MYC

sites were highly transcribed RNA polymerase II genes (49 sites,

43%; p = 10�47). As with high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC sites,

highly transcribed genes that bound high levels of Rrm3-MYC

were similarly distributed among genes where transcription

and replication are codirectional (25 genes; p = 10�10) and those

where replication and transcription collide (24 genes; p = 10�13).

The results were the same when we considered only those highly

transcribed genes that are within 10 kb of an early firing, efficient

origin (Figure S2A).

DNA Polymerase Occupancy at Highly Transcribed
Genes Is Not Increased in rrm3 Cells
A striking aspect of the DNA Pol2-MYC binding to highly tran-

scribed genes was that the level of binding was indistinguishable

in WT and rrm3 cells. This similarity in DNA Pol2-MYC binding

levels was evident from the traces of individual highly tran-
726 Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
scribed genes (Figures 1B and 3). In the same traces, there

was significantly higher DNA Pol2-MYC binding in rrm3,

compared with WT cells at Rrm3-sensitive sites, such as at the

tRNA genes to the left of TDH3 and the inactive ARS1625 to

the left of TEF1 (Figure 1B). The same pattern was evident

from the validation experiments using ChIP and qPCR, where

enrichment of DNA Pol2-MYC within the ORFs of three highly

transcribed genes was not higher in rrm3 than in WT cells

(Figure S3). Thus, although highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes

are high-occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC binding sites in both WT

and rrm3 cells, pausing is not increased at these genes in the

absence of Rrm3.

DNA Polymerase Association Is Higher within the ORFs,
Compared with the Promoters of Highly Transcribed
Genes
We used standard ChIP followed by qPCR to assess if DNA Pol2-

MYC and Rrm3-MYC association in WT cells was higher at the

promoters or ORFs of three highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes,

PGK1, TEF1, and TEF2. Association of DNA Pol2-MYC and

Rrm3-MYC were 2–3-fold higher within the ORFs, compared

with the promoters of these genes (Figure 4A, right panel). We

further assessed whether DNA Pol2-MYC and Rrm3-MYC were

associated with promoters or ORFs of highly transcribed genes

in the genome-wide data using a ChIPOTle-independent metric

(Figure 4B). In the untagged strain, regardless of transcription

rate, neither promoters (blue) nor ORFs (red) were enriched in

the anti-MYC ChIP (Figure 4B, left panel). In both WT and rrm3

cells (middle panels), DNA Pol2-MYC was associated at similarly

low levels with ORFs and promoters of genes transcribed at rates

below 25 mRNAs/hr (Figure 4B, middle panel; arrows indicate 25

mRNAs/hr). However, DNA Pol2-MYC was associated with ORFs

but not promoters of genes transcribed at R25 transcripts/hr in

both WT and rrm3 cells. As all genes in the top 5% by transcrip-

tion rate produce R25 transcripts/hr (Holstege et al., 1998), the

transition to high DNA Pol2 enrichment at this value is consistent

with the preferential association of DNA Pol2-MYC with highly

transcribed genes in both strains (Figure 1A). Likewise, Rrm3-

MYC was preferentially associated with ORFs, not promoters,

of highly transcribed genes (Figure 4B, right panel).

DNA Polymerase Is More Likely to Be Associated
with RNA Pol II Transcribed Genes if They Contain
Multiple Transcription Complexes
We reasoned that the transition to high DNA Pol2-MYC and

Rrm3-MYC occupancy at genes transcribed at R25 mRNA

molecules/hr may indicate that pausing is more likely if there

are multiple RNA Pol II complexes per gene. For each gene,

we calculated a theoretical maximum number of transcripts

produced by a single polymerase based on an in vivo RNA Pol

II synthesis rate of 20 nucleotides/sec and the length of each

ORF (Uptain et al., 1997). We compared this theoretical maxi-

mum number of transcripts to the measured number of tran-

scripts produced from each gene per hour. We then plotted

the occupancy of DNA Pol2-MYC in WT and rrm3 cells (or

Rrm3-MYC in WT cells) within ORFs versus the difference

between the actual and the theoretical maximum number of

mRNAs produced (Figure 4C). This analysis revealed that DNA
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Pol2-MYC and Rrm3-MYC were more likely to be bound at high

levels within ORFs when their transcription requires two or more

simultaneously active transcription complexes in order to

achieve their measured transcription rates (Figure 4C).

There are 99 RNA Pol II transcribed genes whose transcript

abundance and ORF length require more than one RNA Pol II

complex per gene (Table S2). Of these, 15 and 17 were high-

occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC sites in, respectively, WT and rrm3

Figure 3. Highly Transcribed Genes Are High-Occupancy DNA Pol2-MYC Sites in WT and rrm3 Cells and High-Occupancy Rrm3-MYC Sites

(A) Association of DNA Pol2-MYC in WT and rrm3 cells and Rrm3-MYC with 12 kb regions on chromosomes XII, II and III, as in Figure 1B. These regions contain

the highly transcribed PDC1, TEF2, and PGK1 genes. Each gene was significantly associated with DNA Pol2-MYC in WT and rrm3 cells and with Rrm3-MYC.

(B) Schematics of restriction enzyme digested DNA with replication intermediates as visualized by 2D gels: 1N, nonreplicating fragment; 2N, almost fully repli-

cated fragment; P, replication pause; dotted line, arc of linear DNA molecules.

(C) DNA from WT and rrm3 cells was restriction enzyme digested, separated on 2D gels, and analyzed by Southern blotting at the indicated gene (restriction

enzymes: EcoRV, TEF1 and PGK1; PstI, TEF2 and PDC1; BglII, RPS3; and NdeI, TEF2). Brackets mark ORFs; arrows mark pauses. Pausing within TEF2 was

also detectable in NdeI digested DNA when the pause was �80% through the arc of replication intermediates.
Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 727
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Figure 4. DNA Pol2-MYC Binding at Highly Transcribed Genes Is Within ORFs, Not Promoters

(A) Diagrams (left) of the PGK1 region on chromosome III, TEF1 region on chromosome XVI, and TEF2 region on chromosome II including positions of nearest

early firing replication origin. Forks moving from these origins are responsible for replication of the nearby genes in most cells. Gray arrows indicate ORFs and

direction of transcription. Horizontal bars indicate positions of amplified segments (RT probe). Cells expressing DNA Pol2-MYC or Rrm3-MYC were processed for

ChIP and qPCR. Results are plotted as percentage of input DNA in the immunoprecipitate (% IP’ed). Error bars are standard deviations from 3 to 8 biological

replicates with two real-time PCR replicates per biological replicate. The sequence being amplified is indicated on the x axis (ORFs, gray bars; promoters, white

bars). The difference in DNA Pol2-MYC binding within the ORF versus its promoter was significant for PGK1, TEF1, and TEF2 (p = 0.005, 0.03, and 0.01, respec-

tively) and for Rrm3-MYC binding for PGK1, TEF1, and TEF2 (p = 0.007, 0.03, and 0.0006, respectively).

(B) DNA Pol2-MYC is highly associated with ORFs, not promoters, of highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes. Enrichment values of ORFs (red) and promoters (blue)

are plotted as a function of transcription rate (TR, mRNAs/hour) (Holstege et al., 1998) for untagged, Pol2-MYC WT, DNA Pol2-MYC rrm3, and Rrm3-MYC cells.

Arrows indicate 25 mRNAs/hr.

(C) DNA Pol2-MYC and Rrm3-MYC are more likely to be highly associated with ORFs whose TRs require more than one simultaneous transcription event. The

enrichments of arrayed ORFs are plotted as a function of the difference between the actual and theoretical number of mRNAs produced for the corresponding

ORF in one hour for untagged, Pol2-MYC WT, DNA Pol2-MYC rrm3, and Rrm3-MYC cells. Actual number of mRNAs produced is based on measured transcrip-

tion rates (Holstege et al., 1998).
728 Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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cells, while 23 were high-occupancy Rrm3-MYC sites (Fig-

ure 1A). Eighty-seven of these 99 genes were also among the

360 most highly transcribed genes. Two of the 12 genes that

require more than one bound RNA Pol II complex but are not

among the 360 most highly transcribed genes were high-occu-

pancy DNA Pol2 sites: YNL339C in WT and rrm3 cells and

YGR296W in WT cells only. Thus, as a genomic class, genes

whose transcription requires multiple transcription complexes

per gene were significantly enriched among high-occupancy

binding sites for Rrm3-MYC (p = 10�28) and DNA Pol2-MYC in

WT (p = 10�17) and rrm3 (p = 10�15) cells (Figure 1A).

Replication Pausing at Highly Transcribed Genes
Is Transcription Dependent
DNA Pol2-MYC was not enriched at GAL genes in our genome-

wide study, which was carried out with glucose grown cells,

where GAL genes are not transcribed (Figure S4). To determine

whether robust DNA Pol2-MYC or Rrm3-MYC binding to highly

transcribed genes is transcription dependent, we used ChIP

and qPCR to monitor association of these proteins within the

GAL7 and GAL10 ORFs in galactose grown cells, when both

genes are induced �1000-fold and in raffinose grown cells,

when neither gene is transcribed (Figure 5A).

In both WT and rrm3 cells, DNA Pol2-MYC binding was �3-

fold higher at both genes when they were transcribed (galac-

tose), compared with when they were not (raffinose medium;

Figure 5B). We also examined DNA Pol2-MYC association in

the same cultures with two highly transcribed genes, TEF2 and

PGK1, whose transcription is carbon source independent.

Both of these genes exhibited high DNA Pol2-MYC binding in

our genome-wide analysis, and both showed equivalently high

DNA Pol2-MYC binding in raffinose and galactose medium by

qPCR analysis in WT and rrm3 cells (Figure 5C). Rrm3-MYC

association with GAL genes was also transcription dependent,

while its high level of association with TEF2 and PGK1 was

carbon source independent (data not shown).

Rap1 Binding Is Not Required for High DNA Polymerase
Occupancy at Highly Transcribed Genes
Almost half (89 of 217) of Rap1 regulated genes are highly

transcribed. Of the 96 significant DNA Pol2-MYC associated

loci in WT cells, 12 were the ORFs of Rap1 regulated genes

(p = 10�9) (Figure 1A), and 10 of these were among the top 360

most highly transcribed genes (p = 10�11). In addition to its role

as a transcriptional activator, Rap1 is the major binding protein

at telomeres, which are sites of fork pausing (Ivessa et al.,

2002). Thus, we determined if replication pausing at highly tran-

scribed Rap1 target genes was dependent on Rap1 binding.

For these studies, we used an integrated construct that was

designed to test the contributions of Rap1 to transcription of

the divergently transcribed RPL30 and RPL24A ribosomal

protein genes, which are both very highly transcribed and are

known to be Rap1 regulated (Zhao et al., 2006). These genes

are separated by a 609 bp region that contains two in vivo

Rap1 binding sites. In this construct, the RPL30 and RPL24A

ORFs are replaced, respectively, by G418r and GFP. The 609

bp intergenic region is either unchanged (RR construct) or the

Rap1 sites are removed (rr construct) (Figure 5D). Either the RR
or rr RPL30/RPL24 cassette was introduced at the URA3 locus

in the WT Pol2-MYC strain, leaving the endogenous RPL30/

RPL24A locus unchanged. By northern analysis, removal of the

Rap1 sites causes a 75% reduction in transcript levels from

both RPL30 and RPL24 (Zhao et al., 2006). However, because

the transcription rate of WT RPL30 is so high, even with a 75%

reduction, its residual transcription still places it among the top

6% of transcribed genes (Figure 5E).

Using ChIP and qPCR, we determined the association of DNA

Pol2-MYC in WT asynchronous cells carrying the GFP ORF

under the control of either the RR or rr promoter. As a control,

we assayed DNA Pol2-MYC binding to the endogenous RPL30

ORF in the same cells. DNA Pol2-MYC binding to the endoge-

nous RPL30 ORF was similarly high in cells carrying the RR or

the rr construct (Figure 5G). DNA Pol2-MYC association was

also statistically indistinguishable within the GFP ORF when tran-

scription levels were very high (RR construct) or when they were

reduced by 75% (but still high) (rr construct; Figure 5F). Thus,

high DNA Pol2-MYC association to the RPL30 ORF is not due

to Rap1 binding.

The Association of DNA Polymerase with Highly
Transcribed ORFs Occurs Mostly during Their Time
of Replication
DNA polymerases function not only in chromosome replication,

but also in repair. To determine if the association of DNA Pol2

at highly transcribed genes occurred at their time of replication,

we used alpha factor arrest to synchronize a strain expressing

both DNA Pol2-HA and Rrm3-MYC, and examined association

of both proteins with three highly expressed RNA Pol II tran-

scribed genes as cells progressed through S phase at 17�C

(Figure 6). The highly transcribed PGK1 gene is replicated codir-

ectionally from the early and efficiently firing ARS309 (Polou-

mienko et al., 2001) (diagram in Figure 4A). DNA Pol2-HA and

Rrm3-MYC were both maximally associated with this origin 36

min after release from alpha factor. Both proteins were maxi-

mally associated with the PGK1 ORF, which is 6 kb from

ARS309 at 48 and 60 min and with tRNAGLY, which is 10 kb

from ARS309 at 60 min. Neither protein was PGK1 associated

at earlier time points or in G2 phase. Similarly, the association

of DNA Pol2-HA and Rrm3-MYC peaked at ARS1625, an inactive

origin 6 kb from TEF1 (diagram in Figure 4A), at 48 and 60 min

and with TEF1 at 60 and 72 min. TEF2 is maximally associated

with the two replisome proteins at 48 and 60 min after release.

Thus, the association of both DNA Pol2-HA and Rrm3-MYC

with three of three highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes was

limited to a discrete interval in S phase.

DISCUSSION

Moststudieson replication forkprogression arecarriedout in cells

subjected to exogenous DNA damage. However, even in unper-

turbed cells, replication forks must contend with obstacles that

have the potential to slow fork progression in every S phase. In

S. cerevisiae, our understanding of natural sites of fork slowing

comes mainly from 2D gels, which reveal fork arrest at the RFB,

which prevents collisions between transcription and replication

within the rDNA. Transient pauses are also observed at
Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 729
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centromeres, telomeres, inactive replication origins, and tRNA

genes. Replication fork pausing at all of these natural pause sites

is increased in the absence of Rrm3 (Ivessa et al., 2000, 2002,

2003).

Here we used genome-wide approaches to identify sites that

slow fork progression in WT and rrm3 cells. To identify these

loci, we mapped the level of association of an essential repli-

some component, DNA Pol2, throughout the genome. Although

Figure 5. High Association of DNA Pol2-MYC with Highly Transcribed Genes Is Not Rap1 Dependent

(A) Diagram of GAL7 and GAL10 region on chromosome II (see Figure 5A for symbols).

(B) High DNA Pol2-MYC binding in WT and rrm3 cells is enriched within the GAL7 and GAL10 ORFs only in galactose grown cells (galactose, black bars; raffinose,

white bars) (p = 0.01 and 0.0006 for GAL7 in WT and rrm3, respectively; p = 0.02 and 0.0073 for GAL10 in WT and rrm3, respectively).

(C) DNA Pol2-MYC enrichment at highly transcribed TEF2 and PGK1, whose transcription is carbon source independent, is not affected by carbon source (galac-

tose, black bars; raffinose, white bars; p = 0.73 and 0.07 for TEF2 and PGK1 in WT cells; p = 0.27 and 0.85 for TEF2 and PGK1 in rrm3 cells, respectively).

(D) Diagram of modified RPL24A-RPL30 region integrated at URA3 and the endogenous RPL24A-RPL30 genes on chromosome VII (see Figure 5A for symbols).

RR, two Rap1 binding sites.

(E) mRNA abundance and transcription rate (Holstege et al., 1998) of the endogenous RPL30 and RPL24A genes and the predicted abundance and transcription

rate of the mutated (rr) construct.

(F) Cultures expressing DNA Pol2-MYC with the integrated reporter construct (D) with either WT Rap1 binding sites (RR) or mutated Rap1 binding sites (rr) were

processed for ChIP and qPCR. Amplifed sequences are indicated on x axis.

(G) Association of DNA Pol2-MYC with endogenous RPL30 ORF was indistinguishable in RR and rr strains (p = 0.12).

Error bars are standard deviations from three to eight biological replicates with two real-time PCR replicates per biological replicate.
730 Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
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transient binding of DNA Pol2 occurs at all DNA sequences

during every S phase, unusually high DNA Pol2 binding can be

used to identify sites or regions where forks have a higher than

average transit time (Azvolinsky et al., 2006). Results with DNA

Pol2 were confirmed by studying the behavior of a second repli-

some component, Rrm3.

Using stringent criteria, we identified 96 natural pause sites in

WT cells. Consistent with the observed fork arrest at this site,

the RFB was one of the most significant DNA Pol2 binding sites

(Figure S1A). However, only 11 of the high-occupancy DNA

Pol2 sites in WT cells were previously identified pause sites.

Rather, the most significant class of pause sites in WT cells

was highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes (Figure 1A). The elevated

association of DNA Pol2 with highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes

was confirmed at a subset of these genes using standard ChIP

plus qPCR (Figure 4A). Similar results were seen with Rrm3,

another replisome component. That is, high-occupancy Rrm3

binding sites were only rarely previously identified pause sites.

Rather the most robust and most frequent Rrm3 binding sites

were the ORFs of RNA Pol II highly transcribed genes (Figure 1A).

In contrast, in rrm3 cells, where pausing at stable protein

complexes by 2D gels is greatly increased (Ivessa et al., 2000,

2002, 2003), there were twice as many high-occupancy DNA

Pol2 sites, and over half (61%) of these were previously identified,

Rrm3-sensitive sites. Thus, the relatively low levels of DNA Pol2

and Rrm3 binding to previously identified pause sites in WT cells

is not due to some inherent difficulty identifying these sites using

a ChIP-microarray approach.

Not only do the pauses identified by 2D gels rarely show high

DNA Pol2 or Rrm3 binding in WT cells, only a subset of the RNA

Figure 6. DNA Polymerase and Rrm3 Are Associated with Highly Transcribed RNA Pol II Genes Only during Replication

(A) WT cells expressing both DNA Pol2-HA and Rrm3-MYC were arrested in G1 phase with alpha factor. After removal from alpha factor, cells were grown at 17�C

and allowed to proceed synchronously through the cell cycle as monitored by FACS. At 12 min intervals, samples were taken for FACS, and cultures were split,

processed for ChIP using either HA or MYC antibodies, and then analyzed by qPCR. ChIP of Rrm3-MYC (black squares) and Pol2-HA (gray squares) from the

same culture. See Figure 5A for structures of the PGK1, TEF1, and TEF2 regions and positions of PCR primers. Real-time primers are indicated in top left corner.

(B) FACS analysis of the cells expressing both DNA Pol2-HA and Rrm3-MYC.
Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc. 731
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Pol II genes that were high-occupancy DNA Pol2 sites by micro-

array analysis had discrete pauses in 2D gels (Figure 3C). Why do

2D gels and ChIP-microarray analyses yield different views of the

replication landscape in terms of fork progression? 2D gels are

best at detecting pauses that are localized to discrete regions

of 100–200 bp, such as the pauses at tRNA genes and centro-

meres and the arrest at the RFB. In contrast, fork slowing

throughout the ORF of a highly transcribed RNA Pol II gene (Fig-

ure 3C) is more difficult to detect by 2D gels. For example, in

otherwise WT cells, replication pausing by 2D gels is not de-

tected within the rDNA when the RFB is inactivated unless there

are a very small number of rDNA repeats (Takeuchi et al., 2003).

2D gels are exquisitely sensitive at detecting pauses at discrete

sites, even if the extent of pausing is quite modest, as it is at most

previously identified pause sites in WT cells (Deshpande and

Newlon, 1996; Greenfeder and Newlon, 1992; Ivessa et al.,

2002). Indeed, only arrest at the RFB produces a robust 2D gel

signal in WT cells. However, in rrm3 cells, 2D gel analysis reveals

much stronger signals at previously identified pause sites (Ivessa

et al., 2000, 2002, 2003). Consistent with results from 2D gels,

many of these sites had high DNA Pol2 occupancy in rrm3 cells.

These experiments emphasize the importance of Rrm3 for repli-

cation fork progression throughout the yeast genome, since

Rrm3-sensitive sites had very little impact on fork progression

by the criteria of DNA Pol2 or Rrm3 occupancy in cells with

a functional Rrm3 helicase.

There are hints from earlier studies that highly transcribed RNA

Pol II genes slow fork progression. High RNA Pol II transcription

from the strong yeast GAL promoter induces recombination

(Thomas and Rothstein, 1989), which is replication dependent

when the affected genes are on plasmids (Prado and Aguilera,

2005). The latter study also detected transcription-dependent

replication pausing by 2D gels within two of two plasmid-borne

RNA Pol II transcribed genes. Likewise, transcription dependent

fork pausing has been seen in E. coli both in vitro using phage

components (Elias-Arnanz and Salas, 1997; Liu and Alberts,

1995) and in vivo on plasmids (Mirkin et al., 2006; Mirkin and Mir-

kin, 2005). In contrast, our study documents pausing within

highly transcribed ORFs in a chromosomal context and demon-

strates the generality of this effect.

Our studies also document requirements for fork pausing at

highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes. First, DNA Pol2 and Rrm3

association with highly transcribed genes was limited to a short

period during S phase (Figure 6), indicating that association was

due to replication, not repair. Second, pausing was not only tran-

scription dependent (Figure 5B), it was also more frequent in

genes having two or more active transcription complexes

(Figure 4C). DNA Pol2 binding occurred throughout the ORF,

was higher within ORFs than at promoters (Figures 4A, 4B, and

S3), and was not due to Rap1 binding (Figure 5F). Taken

together, these results suggest that it is the transcribing poly-

merase complex itself and/or the nascent RNA, not trans-activa-

tors or other promoter-associated complexes that impede fork

progression. In support of this interpretation, ORFs of highly

transcribed RNA Pol II genes were equally likely to be high

DNA Pol2 and Rrm3 occupancy sites, regardless of whether

replication moved through the genes in the same or opposite

direction as transcription (Figure S2A). In contrast, in rrm3 cells,
732 Molecular Cell 34, 722–734, June 26, 2009 ª2009 Elsevier Inc.
tRNA genes were less likely to be high-occupancy DNA Pol2

sites if they were replicated and transcribed in the same direction

(27 genes, p = 10�23) than when replication and transcription

collide (53 genes, p = 10�68). Because the average RNA Pol II

ORF is about ten times larger than a tRNA gene, its orienta-

tion-independent effects on replication fork progression may

reflect increased torsional constraints due to the presence of

multiple active transcription complexes along the ORF.

Although highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes wereequally repre-

sented amonghigh-occupancy WT and rrm3sites, the level of DNA

Pol2 binding to these genes was not increased in the absence of

Rrm3 (Figures 1B, 3, 7B, and S2B). Thus, RNA Pol II transcribed

genes are the only known intrinsic pause sites that are not Rrm3

sensitive. We suggest three possibilities for the promotion of fork

movement through highly transcribed RNA Pol II genes: that

Rrm3 is redundantwith another activity, that there is anRrm3-inde-

pendent pathway, or finally, that there is no special mechanism to

bypass highly transcribed genes.

Although individual telomeres, tRNA genes, and highly tran-

scribed RNA Pol II genes had high DNA Pol2 occupancy, other

members of these classes did not. For example, only 29% of

tRNA genes (80 of 275) in rrm3 cells and 15% of RNA Pol II genes

with more than one transcription complex (15 of 99) in WT cells

met our stringent criteria for high DNA Pol2 occupancy. Our anal-

ysis likely underestimates the fraction of each genomic class that

causes replication fork pausing, owing to the stringent criteria

used to identify sites of high DNA Pol2 association. For example,

the highly transcribed RPL30 gene clearly bound high levels of

DNA Pol2 by standard ChIP-qPCR analysis (Figure 5F), yet this

high binding did not satisfy our ChIP-chip criteria for a high-

occupancy site. In addition, genomic context likely plays a role

in determining fork progression rates. For example, proximity

to an efficient replication origin increases the probability of being

a pause site (our unpublished results).

In addition to known categories, regions that currently lack

annotation in SGD were among high-occupancy DNA Pol2 or

Rrm3 sites (Figure 1A). Many of these sites mapped to biologically

interesting structures that are not yetannotated, suchas boundary

elements (Bi and Broach, 1999;Yu etal., 2003) (p= 10�4, 10�5, and

10�9 in, respectively, Pol2 wild-type, Pol2 rrm3, and Rrm3 cells),

sites where replication forks converge (9, 13, and 10 sites in,

respectively, DNA Pol2 wild-type, DNA Pol2 rrm3, and Rrm3; D.

Fachinetti, R. Bermejo, Y. Doksani, S. Minardi, Y. Katou, Y. Kanoh,

S. Katou, A.A., V.A.Z., and Marco Foiani, unpublished data), and

sites of high H2A phosphorylation in undamaged cells (p = 10�8,

10�19, 10�1 in, respectively, DNA Pol2 wild-type, DNA Pol2 rrm3

and Rrm3 cells; M. Grunstein, personal communication).

Although T4 bacteriophage helicases promote fork progres-

sion past protein complexes in vitro (Bedinger et al., 1983; Liu

and Alberts, 1995), Rrm3 is the only helicase known to promote

fork progression through hard to replicate protein complexes

in vivo. The dramatic effects of Rrm3 on replication suggest

that other eukaryotes must also have mechanisms to bypass

these complexes. Rrm3 is a member of the conserved Pif1 family

of DNA helicases with homologs in yeasts to mammals (reviewed

in Boule and Zakian, 2006). Because Rrm3 can supply the essen-

tial nuclear replication function of the S. pombe Rrm3 homolog

(Pinter et al., 2008), Pif1 family helicases as a class may function
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to promote fork progression through hard to replicate sites.

Finally, the methods used in this paper can be easily adapted

to detect fork pausing in more complex eukaryotes.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Detailedmethodsare in the SupplementalData, including a listofall strains (Table

S3). Yeast strains were derivatives of W1588 (a RAD5+ version of W303). WT and

rrm3 versions of Pol2-MYC and Rrm3-MYC strains were described previously

(Azvolinsky et al., 2006), except that the rad5-535 mutation was corrected to

RAD5+. All experiments except the ones in Figure 6 used asynchronous cells

grown at 30�C. For experiments using galactose, single colonies were grown

in YEPD for 6 hr, diluted into YEP plus 2% raffinose, and grown to an OD660 of

0.25. Cultures were diluted to an OD660 of 0.15, galactose was added to a final

concentration of 2%, and cells were grown for an additional 2 hr. Synchronization

methods and FACS analysis were asdescribed except thatcells were releasedat

17�C (Azvolinsky et al., 2006). 2D gel methods were described previously (Ivessa

et al., 2000). ChIP analyses were performed using modifications of Taggart et al.

(2002). Quantitation of immunoprecipitated DNA was performed using real-time

PCR on an iCycler iQ Real Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad Laboratories)

and normalized to input DNA; data are expressed as the relative recovery of

immunoprecipitated DNA relative to the amount of input DNA based on the quan-

tification of the respective PCR products (percentage immunoprecipitated). All

ChIP experiments were repeated at least three times. For microarray experi-

ments,a PCR-based S.cerevisiae array containing�13,000 probes representing

both coding and intergenic regions at �800 bp resolution amplified from yeast

(S288C) was used (Iyer et al., 2001). Three or four biologically independent

ChIP experiments as well as two technical replicates were performed for each

strain. Data processing is detailed in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Briefly, the median standardized value for each probe was determined across

all biological replicates. These standardized values were input for the peak-

finding algorithm ChIPOTle (V1.015) with the following parameters: Gaussian

background distribution, step size 0.25 kb and window size 1 kb (Buck et al.,

2005). R 2.5.0 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 2007) was used for statis-

tical analysis. Significance of enrichment of a particular genomic feature among

high-occupancy sites was determined using the hypergeometric distribution.
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